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Most researi on women's work has focused either on labor force partiti-

pation or on hours wdrked during a survey'week. Less camnonly, hours or

weeks worked during a year have been studied. Only recently 'has the work be-

havior of women over longer periods.beerf examined.
1

In order to answer

questions about changes in the degree of'women's Work attachment, this paper

describes and apalyzes the work experience of marOed women,over a five-year

periabeginniq/when they are tn. their mtd-thirtiesA At this stage in

their lives, most women have,Cothpleted their families and no longee have

preschool children. DUrinOhese'years, some women resume paid'employment

'on a regular basis, others work from time to time, while still others remain

out of the labor market entirely. The first part of,this paper looks at

trends in the percentages of women who choose each of these options. The

second part examines the reasons for these trends..

Determining what changes haves occurred in work attachment i -important

for understanding Women's labor marka pt;oblems. For example, i has been

suggested that the increase in women's labor fordie participation implies an-

influx of inexperienced workers, which in turn explains the increasiag male-
.t

t '

fonale differen6a1 both in-earnings and in the unemployment rate.
2

However,

it is not clear whether the increase in pa'rticipation is due primarily to an

increase in the percentage of women who work at slome time or an.inGreafie in

1
_In their survey of alternative measures of labor §upoly, Cain and Watts
(1973) cfted only-two cases in which labor supply was studied over a period
ldnger than one year. Recently there has been increased Interest itn the
long-term work experience of women; see, for example, Sandell (1977),
Maret-Haven (1977), Mincer and Ofek (1919).and Heckthan and Willis (1979).

2Thismexplanation was suggested in the Economic Report of t e President,
1973.

1.
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the percentage of time spent in the labor force by women who do work: In

the latter Case, an increase in the labor force participation rate would not

imply a decrease in the average level of recent work experience in the

female labor force,
3

The second part of this paper investigates the causes 'for the increased

work attdchment of married women. Are women working mare because'of economic

pressures, because of decreasing family responsibilities, because their

increasing educational attainments allow them to obtain better-jobs? To

what extent have changing opinions about women's roles otintributed to ehanges

in work behavior? Answers to these questions are important for prediction

of future trends in'women's woA attachment.
('

p.

Changes in Work Attachment, 4966-1976

This study i§ based on the work histories of mature women obtained from

'the National Longitudinal Surveys pf Labor Market Experience NLS) for the

en years from 1966-to 1976.4 In order to look at trendS in work behavior,
.

.

these years are divided into two five-year% periods,
.

and the work experience

of women who were 34*to 38 years of age in 1966 is compared with that of

women who were 34 to 38 in 1971. The measure of work attadiment used is the

.1

1
For example, if in one year 60 perceht of all womer vorked and on average
worked 7Q percent of the year, the participatioq reat6 in the average week

% would be 42 percent. An incrgase in the weekly participation rate would

,
'occur if more women worked at some time during- ext year, but tould also,

/ occur if 60 percent worked, but worked 80 perc nt o the year. ....
.

1
r >

4
Over 5,000 women rqpresenti a national. probability s'ample have been in.ter-
viewed at intervals beginning in 1967. A completTdescriptiOn of the
surveys, which include ehree other cohort of men and women, may be found

, in Center for Human Resource Research (1979).
. .

+1,

a
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percentage of weeks worked during the five-year period.
5

Since a major

e .

, focus is on conitinuity of employment, percentage of weeks worked is used

,instead of percentage of hOurs'worked, which does not distinguish continu-
.

ous part-time employment from sporadic full-time employment.
6

Table 1 shows ple percentage of married women with varying degrees of

work attachment in'the two five-year periods, 1966-1971 and 1971-1976.7

&hese firres include'only women who were married throughout the given

period. The percentage of married Women who did not work outside the home

at any time dur ng a five-year period was, of course, much smaller than the

roughly 45,to percent of,women in this age.rallge who were out of the

labor force at a single point in time in recent years. Only 30 percent of

In comparing the amount of employment. of Married women in the.two five-
year periods covered by the ALS, one limitation of the data should be
noted. During the first five-year period, questions on past employment
covered each year of the period. During the Second five years, three
interviews were conducted: in 1972, 1974 and T976. In each case, ques-
tions on weeks worked covmd only the year prior to the intervieW,
leaving two one-year gaps in the.respondent's work history. For the 1271-
1976 period, the percentage of weeks worked On the three reported yea0
will be assumed to be the same as the percentage for the entire five years.
Because of this data limitation, t.fle percentage of women with a strong work)
attachment in the second period is probably underestimated slightly while /
the percentage of women who remained out of the labor market entirely is -

slightly_overestimated. Comparing three years of data with the full five
years in.,.tthe 1966-1971 period suggests differences of about one percentage
point caused by the differing number of observed weeks.

6
In both periods, women with a strong attachment as Measured by weeks worked
were also more likely to work full tiMe. 'About 70 to 75 percent of these
women averaged over 35 hours In all,survey-week jobs in the five-year
period. In contrast, less than half of the women who worked less than one-
fourth of the wOeks were full-time workers when t(ley did work.
7

Weeks worked in 1966 were for the calendar year. Work histories for 1967-
1972 covered the periods between interviews, which were held in the late
spring of 1967, 1968, 1969, 1971, and 1V72: The 1966-1971 period ends on
the date of the 1971 interview. The 1971-1976 period begins an that same
date in each individDal case.

a
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Table 1 Percentage of '4eeis Worked in Two Five-Year Periods:
'Married:Women Age 34-38 at the Beginning of Each Period,

(Percentage distribuLion)

Percentage of
weeks worked

.

_

'1966-1971
.

_

1971-1976

.

Total
0

1-24

25-74
75-100

Sample size
.

.

Total
0

1-24 .

25-74
75-100
Sample size

Total

..
0

1-24
25-74 .

75-100
Sample size

.

.

,
.

TOTAL POPULATIONa

100.01

29.9

11.2
27.8

31.1
939

. 100.0'
'24.6

11.7
27.6
36.0
758

.

_

. WHITES . .

.

.-----.\

- :

._

,

100:0
30.9
10.7

- 27.7

30.7
i

735

100.0
' 25.9

12.2

. 27.6
34-3-

N .

629

BLACKS_ '. .

*

.

1000
16.7

16.2

25.9
41.2
204

100 0.

. 14.7
11.6
20.2
53.5

129
.

.

a
Weighted to take Anto account.oversompling of the black populgtion.

S.
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4 ,,,

the women in the samp e were not employed at any time during the 1966-197-1

paricid. By 1971-1976, ly 25 percent did not work at all. The "tradi-

tional" housewife who never work% outside the home iS now.a decided minority

of all married women in this age range.

In both periods women who worked less than thee-fourths of all weeks

weeks were a significant fraction of the total. Not all of thO'se women

can be considered sporadic workers. Among white women in the'firstf-period

sample whose subseqUent wOrk experience can be followed, about 7 out of the

38 percent who worked less than three-fourths of the Weeks were labor force

reentrants whcywere beginniflg a period of continuous employment during the

five-year' period. Another 3 percent were lcoving,the labbi' force for an

extended p;eriod, in some cases perhaps permanentlyi,' rhus,,less than 30 per-
. ,

\ .

cent work ced intermittently. The orresponding percentage for black women
li

; ,

was somewhat h'igher higher--about 37 percerit. Within the.groups of inter-
dli .

mittent workers there was a great variety of work patterns, ranging from
.,

women who worked only once for a,few weeks ta those who occasionally spent

a
Y ear or two outside the labor,force and.those Who worked every year forl \

.
,.

,

part of the year. f-

Strong work atfachment became more common between the two periods.

Approximately 30 percent of%white women worked at least threelfOurths of

the weeks in Up first peribd, this strongly attached group in&cased

to about.34 percept of the total in 1971-1976. For black women, the increase

was much larger:, from about 40 to over 50 percent.'

\N.&
What do these changes indicate about the average amount of work exper-

,-,--'-

ience of women var.-kers in recent years? Is mark experience deolining with

an influx of new entrants into the labor i
force? The/patterns of work attach-

menOthat we observe suggest that, so far as recent work experience is
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concerned, there.has been no-decline. Among white women, increases

occurred-both in ihe strdngly attached group and in the group.who worked

for a smaller part of the time. In-other
1

words, more. white'wOmen were'

working in the second period at a4r levels of attachment. Among black

women, the pattern was different. They showed,a large incre'ase in the per-

centage who worked three-fourths or more'of the'period, along with a de-

crease in the percentage who were less StOngly attached. Considering

'only those women who worked at some time, no matter how short, the mean

percentage of week's, worked increased twtyieen the two periods, from 62 to

64 percent for white women and from 63 to 70 percentNfor black women. aAt

least for women.in their late thirties and early forties, the level of

recent work experience has incredsed along with increasing labor force

participation.
8

Regression Analysis of Factor Affecting_ Work Attachment
)

In this section, regression analysis is used to determine what factors

.

have important effects mills/omen's work attachment over a five-year period.

Two measures of work attichment are used as dependent variables: first,

whether the respyviderit worked at some time during the five-year per.* and

second, whether she had a strong attachment, defined as working at least

three-fourths orthe weeks in the period.

'The independent variables used in the analisis are.numb and apes of

children, the famdly's income without the1 wife's earftings, the woman's
ear

'ed cation and health, whether the family, moved during the period, the

( lid
8For women who Were in the labor force during the survey week at the end of
each period; therelwas similarly no evidence of a decline tn recent work
.experience; on average they, had worked slightly less than three-fourths of
the weeks in the preceding five years in both 1971 and 1976.
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average unemploymentrate in the places where the family lived, an index of

the demand for 'female labor in theSe places, and Whether the husband was a

, farmer. All of these factors have beec4 found to affect the employment of
4

women al single points in time and should, therefore, affect long-term work

attachment as well)0. The importance of a Woman's attitude toward the

propriety of work has also been found-to affect"her subsbquent labor force

behav1or.
11

Since the period being considered was one of rapid societal

chanN in,these attitudes, this fattorwill be considered separately:

Data'from the two five-year periods are combined into a single sample.

In doing this, it is assumed that there have been no behavioral changes

between the two time periods. A dummy variable indicating that an observa-

16on"is from the sedond five-year period is then added to capture any time

,

trend not,accounted for by the 'otherindependent variables in the re-

gression equation. Late, the assumption that there have been no behavioral

changes will be tested by interacting the time-period variable with each Of

the other independent variables.

A complete descripxion of all variables may be found in'the Appendix.
. -

1
()Family income, children, and the wage rate have been used'as independent
variables in most labor.supply research, beginning with Cain (1966) and
Bowen and Finegan (1969). Rather than predict the wage'of nonworkers, the
present paper uses education in'place of a Age rate. The effects of the
unemployment rate and the demand for femalelabor were also examined by

. Bowen and Finegan whosewinclex is used in this study. Sandell (1976) has
studied the'effect of moving on women'slabor force participation.

11.
The effect of sex role attitudes on work behavior has been studied by
Macke, et al. (1978) and Sandell (1977). Waite (1979) used sex role
attitude changes.to improve predictions of future labor force participa-
tton.

c.'

9

AO.



Tables 2 and 3 -shw6 the regression equations for white and black women,

respectively for the probability of working at aliind for having a strong

attachment. In eaCh case Equation 1 shows all independent variables except

the rote-attitude variable, while in Equation 2, role attitude is added. As

expected, the numblimand ages of.the children a woman taL her education,

her health, and the family's income without,the wife's earnings all affect

'both measures of wor*k attachment over a five-year Oriod.

Many of fhese factors have a greater inflOence on strong atta6hment

than on whether a woman works at all. Jorsexample, children, poor health,

and (especially for white women) movng, may all cause gaps in employment

even though they do not preclude working entirely. Women with a college

educatiOn are somewhat mdPe likely to work than'other Women, but they-are

much more likely to become strongly attached to the labor force.

n past research, a number of differences in the factors influencing

t2
the labor force participation of black and White women have beemfound.

The most important of these'are the smaller\deterrent effect Of both'family

income and the presence of children on black women's propensity to work.

Considered over a five-year, pe'riod, however, this picture must be modified.

The effect of family income on the chances of working at all is indeed

weaker for black women than for white, but income appears to have similar

deterrent effects on the chances of strong attaciment for both.groups. The

presence of young children also decreases the chances of working to a

siMilar degree for the two groups. However, while white women are iess

likely o work as the total number of dependentl in the family increases, .

12.
Bell (1974) provides an interesting, study of differences in the factors
affecting"the labor force participation of black ary white women.
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Table 2-

_

Attachment to the Labor Force Over Time: r

_

Reoessio:Results for White Women-Ages 34-38 at the Beginning of Each Period
,

F-- 'a
Dependent Variables :

ilndependent
Variablesa:

,muMher of 0ependPnt6

Youngest Child -0-5 years

(t values in parentheses)

'Working at All Strong Attachment
_

(11_,

-.022***

(-2.42)

(2) (1) (2)

-.021***
. -.015** -.015**

(-2'1.38) (-1.69) (-1,65)

-.,9-.233*** -.226***
(-4.66) (-4.55) (--;.M***

37***
(-7.50)

1p

Youngest Child 6-10years Ai-:157*** . .42.1515***

(-3.58) (-3.59)' , (-7.77)
.(----1

tioungest Child 11-17 years -.047 -.044
, (-1-.25) .. (-1.17) (-5.07)

Any Child 18-23 years .100*** .097* ** .070***

(3.57) (3.50) (2.47)

. .
.

Finished College .135*** .108**4 .200***
1

Attended College'

I .Didn't Finish High Schoo

Incorieh

(3.30) (2.66) (4.80)

-.345***
(-7.81)

-.190***

(-5.03)

.067***

?.39)

.174***
(4.20)

..063* .054* .027 .019

(1.59) (1.38) (.68) (.48)

-*** ..067
_ I

-.071*** -077*** -.074***
(-2.38) (-2.66) (-2.56)

-.100*** -.091* ** -.135*** -.126***

(-3.02) (-2.77) (-4.01) (-3.77)

-.017*** -.016*** -.014***
(-6.36) (-5.97)

II.
-.018** -:049*** I

(-2.29) (-2.39)

Unemployment Rate

r)emand for Labor

Farm Dweller

4 ,

,

9nvea

a

.

(-8.27)

=. 013**

(-1.66)

c'
-.000
(-.i3)

-.060
(-.95)1

-.039 ..,'

(-.14)

(-7.88)
!

- .014**
(21.77)

-:001

(-.32)

-.049
(...78)

-.037
(-.91) *

.001 . .001

(.39) (.22)

.034 .045

(.52) (.70)
. J

-.086** -.084**
C-2.044 (-2.02)



(*endent ,

IndependeRt Variables .a.

4
4

,RolA Attitude,. :

.4LoP

Second Period

Constant

F -ratio

Standard Err*

'Table 2:(continued)

. VOrk4T1g af All Strong AttachmOt. .,

, Sample Size

, Dependent Variable Means:

a

(1)
.

(2)
..._
\ (1) (2) s

.028***
(5.65)

.044*

,2.24) (1.50)

1.093*** 1817***
(9.961 ... 46:86)..-

.
.

.107 II' ..128

11.94 13.46
,

.43 .42

111

.052**

.027***
(5.31)

.034
(1.84) . (1.21)

.789**
,(7,06) (4.32)

.138 .155

15.50 16.59

: .43 . .43

Complete variable descriptions may be found in the'. Appendix.
bTotal family income less the wife's earnings, in thousands of (1971 constant)
dollars, averaged over the fiA-year period.

*Significant at the 10'percent level,.one-tailed test
**Significant at the 5 percent level, one-tailed tesi
*** SigstifictInt at the 1 percent level: one-tailed test

Pp
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Table 3

Attaqhment to the Labor4 Force Over#Time:
Regression Rqsults for Black' Women Ages 34-38 at the Beginntng

Dependent Varia.blesa:

Independent Variablesa:

Number of,Dependentsj

.(t values in parènthe5es)

ach Period

11/

Working at All Strong Attachment
,

I (1)

, 1t7***
2.35)

Youngest Child 0-5 years -.183***
(-2.34)

Youngest Child 6-10 years
. (-3.40)

Youngest Child 11-17 years

Any Child 18-23 years

Finished College

Attended Col,lege

-.042
(-.65)

-.014
(-.29)

(2) (1) ()''

,028*** .008 .009

(2.51) (.59) (.67)

-.194*** -.440*** - 449***

(-2.51) (-4.53) (-4.64)

-.234*** -.360*** -.362***
(-3.50) (-4.26) (-4.30)

'4E1;7 -.086
(-.82) (-.96) (-1.07)

-.020 .057 .052

(7.42) (.94) (.86)

.335r*
.227*** .474***

(2 (2.71) (4.48) (4 .46)

,095 .082 .240**
(.83) (.73) (1.69)

Didn't Finish High School 1 -.015
(-.j3)

Heal th

Family Income
b

,Unemployment Rate

Demand,Aor Labor

Farm Dweller

Moved

-.061
(-1.13)

--.006
(-.90)

-.035 -.019
(-.77) (-.34)

.230*

(1.63)

-.035
(-.62)

-.053 -.265***
(-1.00) (-3.96) (-3..89)4

-.006 -.014* -.014*
(-.89) (-1.62) (-1.62)

-.001 -.006 -.18 -.012

(-.11) (-.45) (-.53) (-.75)

. 007* .007 .010* .010*

(1432) (1.21) (1.49) (1.42)

. 177** .150* -.246**

(1.72) -\ (1.48) (-1.92) (-2.10)

. 185** .199** .122 .133

(1.74) (1.90) (.92) (1.01)
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_Dependent_Variablesa:

',Independent Varilple/sa:

Role Attitude

L
Second Period

Constant

F-ratio

Standard Error

Sample Size

Dependent Variable Means:

12

Table 3 (continued).

Working at All

(1) (2)
r.

.029***
(3.3?)
-..

Strong Attachment.
(1) (2)

--,--7

.023**

(2.12)

.022 .017 .090* .086*
(.48) (.38) (1.61) (1.55)

.661*** .408** .417* .214
(2.91) (1.73) (1.47) (.72)

.057 .086 .216 .224

2.34 2.96 7.09 7.00

.36 .35 .44 .44,

333

.84f '.459

a
,Complete variable descriptions may be found in the Appendix.
°Total family income less the wife's earnings, in thousands of (1971 constant)
dollar, averaged over the five-year period:

*Significant at the 10 percent, one-tailed test
**Significant at the 5 percent, one-tailed test
***Signifidanf at the 1 percent, one-tailed test'
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the opPosite is,true for black women. In additionwhite women whose

young* child is beyond the primary grades are\deterred from strong attach-

ment more than are black wOmen. However, having cOlege-age children in:
1 ,

cneases the work attachment of whiwomen but not that of black women, a

fact which may reflect the higher rate of college attendance among white

youth-.

Other differences between black and(white women are also apparent. A

high unemployment rate signifipantly- s white but not black women's

work attachment, while living wj1re the irtrial structure is fa6rable

for female employment is important for bTtck be not white women. College

graduation increases the likelihood of trong work attachment by much more

for black women than for their white counterparts. Poor health discourages

strong attachment for black women more than for white, either because the

health conditions rePorted ai:e more severe or beCause the type of work

black women commonly do is more likely to be curtailed by health problems.
1.3

While moving causes a decreaspd chance of strong work attachment for white

women, its effect on blacOlwomen is the opposite. This may reflect the

greater importance of the black wife's income to her family, so that moving

is undertaken only when both spouses' employment will benefit. White

families seem to consider the husband's job opportunities a& primary in a

move.
14

That attitudes toward women's roles significantly affect work ttach-

ment is shown in Equation 2 (Tables 2 and 3). For both races, the addition

ry------
The latter explanation receives support in Mott (1978b),. However, house-
hold heads were the group being studied.

14
See Sandell. (1976).

qi
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of this attiludinal measure cOnsiderably improves the explanatory Power-of

the regression equations. For white women, when the'role-attltude measure

4

is added, thi significance of the time-period variable is.reduced. Part of

what-appears in Equatjon 1 as.a significalt unexplained irend toward

greater work aftachment is attributed'in Equation 2 to the effect of

attitudes toward women working. Therefore, it appears that taking role

attitudes into accouni can improve the prediction of future trends in

women's work behavior% particularly in periods 'when these attitudes are

changing rapidly.

Have there been any changes.in the importance of the factors that

affect women's work attachment? Fields (1976) found evidence of a gradually

declining effect of husband's income on labor force participation over the

1940-1970 period and Amall decline in the effect-of children in 1970. To

see whether there were any changes between thp periods in the present'study,

the independent variables were.interacted with the time-period variable.

For the Most part', these interactions were not significant. 15
the one

4

possible exception involves the same variables mentioned by Fields. In

the regression for the probability of strong attachment for white women, the

effect of family income became significantly less neRative between the NO

periods, as shown in Table 4.
16

There is also some suggestion that the

15
An exception was the interaction term for living on 6 farm. This was
significantly negative for white and significantly positive for black
women in the strong attachment regression. Since the number of farmers
idas small1:-3 to 4 percent of the total--these results, for which there is
'no obvidus explanation, should be viewed with caUtion.

446,

16
Fields divided family incdme without the wife's earnings into two variables:
husband's earnings and other income; she found a large decline in the signif-
icance of husband's earnings over the 1940-1970 period. Husband's earnings
are by far the largest component of the family income variable used here.
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Table 4

Strong Attachment to the LaborForce Over Time:
Selected"Regression Results for White Women Ages 34-3.1k.,at the Beginning of Each Period

a

. Dopendent Variable
b

: /

N..

ndenendent Variablesb:
.

Family ,Incomec 4

Number of Dependents

°sAl.

Younoest Child 0-5 years

Ydungest Child 6-10 years

Youngest Child 11-17 years

Any Child 18-23 years

. .

'Strong_Attachment

1, first-Period
Coeffi4Jents

Implied Second-
Pertod CoeffItients

.

Change BefWeen
Periods

-.016*** -.010*** .006*

(-4.99) (-3.40) (1.35)

-

-.007 -.026** -.019

(-.56) (-1.77) (-1.03)

-.315*** .114

(-3.89) (1.10)

.072

(-6.42) (-4.66) (%80)

.034

(-4.00) (-3.11) (.45)

.073** .054 -.019

(1.93) (1.24) (-.33)

a
Complete regression results are, presented in the Appendix, Table 1A.
bComplete variable descriptions may be found in the Appendix..
cTotal family income less wife's earnings in thousands of (1971 constant) C%I.ylars,

averaged over the five-year period.
*Siqnjf,jcant at the 10 percent le 1, one-tailed test

**Signi cant at the 5 percent lev 1, one-tailed test
***sign4ficantat the 1 percent level, one-tailed test

f

p.
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presence of yougg chilArehodiscouraged strong attachmeyt to a lesser extent

* than before. \'ihis latter chaoe does-not quite reach statistical signifi

4

cance fof. any age group, but is presekt dt all agês below 18. Although none,

of these chariljes over a five-year period is laege enough atoLbe Observed

with a high degree of confidence, these results suggest the importance of,

looking for.further changes in the future.

A

Changing Social and Economic ISionditions and Their Effects, on Work Attachment

'In the last section, various factors, were examined to see what effects

they had on work attachment. 'This sect.* describes changes that have

occurred in these factors between the two ffve-year periods.And assesses

the relative importance of these changes in explaining the observed in-

creases in women's work attachnent during these years.

Substantial.changes in family structure are apparent.in Table 5. Com-

paring the second five years with the fir t, it Can be seen that fewer
,

white women had-preschool c ildren or children who had recenthi entered

94/school. However, the Av age number of their dependents actually increased.
,

)

Like their white counterparts, fewer black women had preschool children in

the second period,, but unlike white women they also,had fewer dependents,

on average, in the second five years than they did n the first. For both

)
black and white when, changes in family structure etween the two periods

were favorable fOr increasing work attachment.
1

Between thd "two periods, levels of educational attainment rose substan-

tially. Fewer women-were high school dropouts; for black women the decrease

in the percentage of dropouts was striking--from 65 to 45 percent (Table 6).

Slightly more women were college graduates in the secohd,period than in the
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Table 5 Family Structure: Comparison of Two Five-Year Periodsa

Family structure

!--

Percentage distribution otja ilies
by a4e of youngest child°

1966-1971 1971-1946

WHIT-ES

Total

0-5 years
6-10 years
11-17 years
No children or 18 or older

100:10

18.4
30.2
36.6
14.8

Percent' with any child age 18-23b 53.9

Mean number of dependentsc 2.9

Sample Size 735

Percentage distribution of families
by age of youngest childu

. Total
0-5 years

100.0
27.0

6-10 years
11-17 years 24:5
No children or 18 or older 19.1

I .

Percent 'With any child age 18-23b 62.3

Mean number of dependentsC 3.9

Sample size 204

100.0
11.3

25.6

47.7

61.5

3.0'

629

BLACKS

100.0
13.2
34.1 (

36.4

t

16.3

65.1

% 3.7

129

4

aFamilies of married women who were 34-38 at the beginning and 39-43 at
the end of each period.

b
At the end of each period. -4-

c
At the first interview in each period (not available at Other dates).

./

1.
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Education, Health, Income and Ugemployment id.Two Five-Year
Periods'

^

Characteristics
- L1966-1971 1971-1276

'WHITES
%

EducatiOii
/

Cpercentage distribution)
Total f 100.0
Didn't finish, high school 29.0
High school graduate 51.0

10.3
F ished college 9.7

, Heal h (percentage distribution)
Total 100.0
Impaired 16.5 4

Not impaired 83.5

-

100.0
22.4
55.0
11.6
11.0

100.0
13.0
87.0

Family income
b

(mean) $10,930 $12,310

Unemployment ratec (mean) 4.7% 6.6%

Sathple size 735 629

BLACKS
Education (percentage distribution)

Total 100.0 100.0
Didn't finish high school 65.2 44.2
High school graduate 25.0 44.9
Attended college 2.9 3.9
Finisbed college 6.9 7.0

Health (percentage distribution)
Total - 100.0- 100.0
Impaired 18.1 14.0
Not impaired 81.9

.

86.0

Family inc me
b

(mean) $6,270 - i $7,070

Unemployment ratec (mean)

Sample size

5.4% 6.7%

204 129

a
Forlmarried women who were 34-38 lit the beginning of each period. Complete
variable descriptions are in the Appendix.

bwit6out wife's earnings, in 1971 dollarp.
c
In area of residence.
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first.0 Health improved, as shown by the smaller perentage of women re,

porting health problems. These changes can be eXpected to Contribute to

an increase in the percentage oftomen wprking. On'the other hand, the(

rising levels of famicy income and higher unemployment,rates are a neptivP

influence on-Wbrk attachment, especially for white women.

. The 1966-1976 period was also one of rapidly changing attitudes toward
.

women's roles in society as the new feminist movement 'became organized and

active in the years from about 1966 to 1970.
18

- The increasing social

acceptance of working mothers is reflected in the views of the women in

this sample, shown ri Table 7. Based ori three questions about the pro-

priety of a mother with school-aged children workinglunder certain circum-

ances, the attitude scores reflect a decided shift away from traditional

attitudes toward 'a middle ground (it is all right for a woman ,to work if

her_husband agrees) and even a completely nontraditional attitude tn which

the husband need not approve.

Table 8 shows how these factors contributed to,changes in mork attach-

nent. Figures shown aKe percentage point changes in the probability of

working or having 1 strong atachment, pr'edicted from the observed changes

t

1

7A limitation of the education'data is that it is available only for 1967.
It is probable that some women in the second period sample had returned
to college between 1967 and the begiTining.of 1971 and that the increase in
college attendance betweem the two periods is understated.

18
Extensive news media coverage of the women's lib.eration movement began
about 1970. Seel Freeman (1975) for a history of the movement in the late
1960s. While can be viewed as an outcorie of previous attitudinal
changes, the women's movement Orobably led to further change by providing
social support for women who were dissatisfied with traditional roles.



Table 7 Comparison of Role Atptudes in Two Five-Year Periodsa

--b
Role-attitude

tO,

1966-1971 1971-1976

(Percentage distribution)
WHITE S

Total 100.0 100.0
Traditional 35.2 23.2
Moderate 53.0 58.4
Nontraditional 11.8 18.4

(Meat)) 10.0 165 ,/
Sample size

et

735 629

13-1-.ACtKS

(Percentage diT67-ibution)
Total . 100.0 100.0
Traditional 21.1 20.9
Moderate 54.9 52.7
Nontraditional 24.0 26.4

(Mean) 11.0 11.2
Sample size 204 129

a
For married women who were 34-38 at the beginning of each period.

b
At the first interview in eadi period. From a scale with values 3-15.:
traditional = 3-9, moderate = 10-12, nontraditional 13-15. .

dif
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Table 8

Percentage Changes in the.Probability of Working'
and of Strong.Attach*ni, Predicted from Changes

in Indet;endent Variables between First and Second Periods
a

(Percentage Changes)

1

Independent
Variables 7

WHITES
. BLACKS

r
.

"orkTng. Strou_Attachment --Woi.inq

,

Strong_Attachment

ositive Effects .

Children 2.4
.

2.5
1

0.4 3.4

F.ducation 0.7 0.7 0.84 1.0 .

. t 4 .

Health
1

0.3
.

04C 0.2 1.1

Role Attitudes 2.0 1.9 0.6 0.5 .

Trend 4.4 3.4 1.7 8.6

ltherb 0.2 _ 0.5
.

1
.

Total 10.0 8.9 3.7 15.1

With

Nelative Effects

di
Income -2.1 -1.8 -0.5 -1.1

Unemployment Rate -2.7 -3.6 , -0.8 -1.6

Otherb -0.5 -

Total -4.8 -5.5 -1.8 -2.7

Grand Total
Changec 5.2 3.4 1.9 12.4

8 Percentage changes are calculated by multiplying regression coefficients in
Equation (2) by.changes in the indapendent variables shown in Tables 5-7.

bIncludes changes in demand for fere labor, farm dweller, and moved;,see
Footnote 20.

cGrand)total is the total increase in the percentade of women with each degreel-
of work attachment between the first.period and the sexond. Totals differ
fromAhose implied in Table 1, due to rounding.

$
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in the means of the independent variables. 19
The effects of the variables

.representing number and ages of children have been coinbined, as have he

effects of changes in the pj-rcentage of women with different levels of

education.
20

The total increase in the percentage of women with each degree

of work attachment between the two perils is l'abelled "grand total change:"

For white women, it can be seen that a major influence leading to

stronger work attachment was the change in family composition, especially

the small/Yf percentage of women witil young children. 'It should be noted

that this change occurred before birth'irates began to decline: indeed

viomern the second period had more dependents.than'those in the first

period.
21

A second important influence was the change in role attitudes

between the two periods. This factor was nearly as important as the change

in family cbmposition. Increasing levels of education played a smallei.

role. However, about 40 percent orthe upward trend was unexplained by

other factors and attributed to a time-trend variable. Both rising income.

and a higher.rate of unemployment partially offset the changesIeading to
a

increased work attachment. Worsening economic conditions in the second

19
FOr example, for white women the change in the mean role attitude scale
from 10.0 to 10.7 between the two periods would be predicted to cause an
increase of 2.0 percentage points in the proportion of women whq worked
at all (.028 X .7).

20
Demand for female labor, moved, and farm dweller are combined'in the
"other" category. The means of these variables changed between the two
periods as follows: for whites from 32.1 to 31.0 for demand for labor,
from .091 to .084 for moved, from .044 to .027 for farm dweller. The
corresponding figures for blacks are: 32.2 to 32.0, .039 to .031, and
.049 to .031.

21
Women in the second period had their children at younger ages than those
in.the first.period, although total completed family sike was abfflit 3.2
for each group (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1974, )b4e'A and 1977,
Table 18). .

24
.16
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- period playeCi an especially important role in reducing the trend toward

strong attachment.
.

The factors thtt infloenced black women's increasing work attachment

were sbmewhat different. For. strong attac4lent, changes in family composi-

Jtion were highly significant. ,However, increasing levels of education and, .

better health also contr,i6uted to the upward trend, while role attitudes
1

were less Ognificant'since they changed much less for black women than for

white. Neither increasing family income nor rising unemployment rates had
4

as large a re;t0tining effect on work attachment for black women as for

white. This, too, 'contributed to the greater increase in stro7 attachment

among b4ack women than among their white counterparts. The change in the

pevcent4ge of black women who worked at.any time was small, and no single

factor contributed substantially to the change that did occur.

Summary nd Discussion

This paper has examined trends in the work attachment of married women

by comparing the proportion of weeks'worked in two successive five-year

periods from 19.66 to 1976. The data suggest that it is becoming increasingly

uncommon for a woman to remain a full-time hLewife throughout th4.\5hild-
t

4 'Ai

rearing years'. Once their children are beyond the primary school Years,

most women return to work. However, many work somewhat irregularly, per-

haps in response to temporary financial pressures or to unusually good

job opportunities. Slightly over one-third of married women work Contin-

uously at this time, although the percentage is. gradually. increasi*

With a long history of greater work involvement tMan theti. white

coumterparts, less than 15 percent of black martied women were outsidethe

25



labor market cOnti9bdsly during a recent five-year peyod. Althbugh this

percentage has n614 been changing rapidly, there,was a4 marked-tncrease iD

the percentage of 14ack,wOmen with a strong work attachmentfromr 40 to 50

percent. For neither 1i:hock women nor white in this, age:groUp is the aVerage

level of recent work experience declining because of an infliix of -.new

labor market entrantt.

.

,For white women, changing faMily omposition and changing attitUdes

toward women's ro*les were the most important factors contributing to the. ,

trend toward greater work attachment. Had it not been for the negative

influence,of rising unemployment and higher,family incOmes, the Increase
-

. would probably have been even greater than t was. The increasing.Work':

attachment of black Womeh can be attributed to changes-in family compos

tion, higher educational attainment and improved heOth. Since black

women held favorable attitudes toWard working in the earlier period as
4

well. as in the lafer, changes in role attitudes did hot have as.great an

'impact on work attachmeilt for black women as,for white:

To what extent can we expect the tr.'ends reported here to continue?

Women who'enter their late thirties bin,the nextten years will have pro-
,

gressively smaller faMilies than the women in this study.Declinihg family .

size will,favor increased work attachment, although a slight increase in

the average age wheh ch1ldbearjn i begun could partially offset the effect

of smaller famil es422 Although aVerage family income will probably

22
Whii le women whp wei.e 40 to 44 in 1976.(the approximate,age'of the skond
period sample in that year) had 3.2 children, those who were 35 to 394d
2.9', those who were 30 to 34 expectW 2.4 and those who were 25 to 29
expected 2.1 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977, Tables 1 and 18). Al-
though births may occur at slightly older ages.in future years as the a
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continue to increase, rapid inflation and a declining rate of growth in

productivity could lead to a lower rate of increa;e in real income thanin

the past. Furthermore, it is possible that in the future high family in-

come will be less of a deterrent to working outside the home. Levels of

education will also increase in this age group and attitydes toward women

working can be expected to become more favorabld.
23

Both of these changes

favor continuing increases in work attachment. A serious depression might

interrUpt the upward trend. All other factors point to continuing increases

in the work attachment of married women as they enter their middle years.

23

of marrTageincreases, this slight change should not,l4 great enough to .

raise significantly the average age at which women coMplete their famtlies--
given that the number of third and higher order births declines as rapidly
as expected. Probably on balance fewer women in their late thirties will
have young children in thec future.

Younger women, in general, have more favorable attitudes toward women
working. See Mott (1978a, p. 52). Therefore, even if attitudes of
individual women do not change, as successive, cohorts reach a given age,
they car be expected to have more fa'vorable attitudes than previous
cohorts.
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APPENDIX

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS AND MEANS

Pooled Means
nenendent Variable Definitions ehite Black ,

Working at All: A dummy variable which assumes

A value of one if the respondent's weeks worked over

a flve-year period exceed zero, and which receives a

value of zero if the total weeks worked-equal zero. .71 .84

Strong Attachment: A dummy variabqe
.
which re-'

3

ceives a value of one if,the respondent's weeks workpd

are three-fourths or more of the total weeks availa-__

t(le in a five-year period, and which receives a value

9f zero if the propprtion of the period worked is less

than three-fourths.

Independent Variable Definitions J
Number.of Dependents: 'The number of dependents,

.32 , .46

excluding the respondent;s husband, reported as of the

First survey date of the five-year period (1967 or 1972). 2.96

Youngest Child 0-5 Years: A'dummy variable assuming

the value one if the age of the respondent's youngest

child is between zero and five years as of 1971 or 1976,

and assuming the value zero otherwise.

Youngest Child 6-10 Years: A dummy variable which

assumes a value of one if the respondent's youngest
AP.

3.86

.15 .22

child is beeween six and ten years of age ps of 1971 or

1976f and wh+ch assumes a value of zero otherwise. .28 .31
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Pooled MOin's
IllOuttAent_WAle_flefttlitim5 (continu0d)

Youngest Child 11-17 Years: A Only variable which

assumes a value of one if the rkpondent's youngest child

White Black

is between the aggs of eleven and seventeen as of.1971 or

1976, and which assumes a valUe of zero kherwise. .42 .29

trly Child 18-23: A dummy variable which receives a

value of one if.the respondent has any,children between

the ages of eighteen and twenty-three as of 1971 or 1976;f

the variable receives lero otherwise. .57 .63

Finished College: A dummy variable wh.ich receives

a value of one if-the respondent completed 16 or more

years of school by 1967, and which receives zero otherwise. .10 .07

Attended College: A dummy variable which assumes a

value of one if the respondent completed 13-15,years of

school by 1967, and which assumes zero otherwise. .11 .03

High School,Graduate: Omitted education.category

in the reg'ression analysis.
.43

0,

.33

Didn't Finish High School: A dummy variable which

assumes a value of one if the respondent completed 11 or

less years of school s of 1967, and which is zero

otherwise.
..26 .5\\

Health: A dummy variable which takes a value of one

if the respondent maintains that her physical condition.

"prevents" or "impairs" the amount pr kind of marKet work
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% Pooled Means
Independent Variable Definitions (continued) White Black

or housework that she can do, in 1967'or 1972; the

r.-

variiple takes a value of zero otherwise. :15 .17

Family Income: The average annual total family

income (over S'fAve-year period) from all sources

except the wife's earnings, expressed in 1971 dollars. $11,570 $6,580

Unemployment Rate: 'The average,Nnemployment rate

(over a five-year period) for the labor markets

of the respondent's residences. For the first five years,

the rates are the unemployment rates froT the Current

Population Surveys of 1967, 1969, and 1971. For the

setond period, the CPS 1972, 1974,,and 1976 rates are

used. 5.58% 5.93%

Demand for -Labor: The Index of Demand for Female

labor for the respondent's 1967 or 1972 residence, based

upon an industrial-mix variable created by Bowen and

Finnegan (1969), from 1960.Census data, which may be

"viewed as a prediction of wha:t the sex-employment ratio

in tha.area would have been if that ratio had depended

only on the national sex-employment ratios for.each

industry group and the area's industry mix" (Bowen and

Finnegan, 1969, p. 772). 31.62 32.11

, r

Farm Dweller: A dummy variable which assumes a

value of one if the resondent's husband''S' occupation is

3 0
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Pooled MeansIndutBdOt lariAltie_Defitliiians. (Continued) - White Blat,k

classified as farmer, farm manager, or farm laborer

in 1967 or 1972, and which is zero otherwise.

Moved: A dummyyariable assuming the value one

when the respondent's SMSA or county of residence has

chanaed between 1967 and 1971, or when the county of

residence has.changed between 1971 and 1976, and assum-

ina ayaluAf zero when the residence has not changed. .09 .04

.04 .04

Role Attitude: The respondent's total score from

the sum of points scored (5 points for "Definitely all

riaht" down to one pointlor "Definitely not all right")

On three statements concerning the full-time employment

of married women with children 6-12 years old. The

hioher the points given, the more

woman is considered.

nontraditionathe

Second Period: A dummy variable that takes the

value of one if an observation occurred in the second

period, zero if in the first period.

31

4

10.30, 11:06

.46 .39
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Table lA

Strong Attachment to the Labor Force Over Time:
Regression Results for White Women Ages 34-38 at the Beginning of Each Period

Me.

(t values in parentheses) -

Dependent Variablea:. Strong Attachment
i \

Independent Variablesa:

t_C-

Ffirst-Period 0 ! Interaction Terms for

Cgefficients_ :Change Between Periods
t

Number of Dependents -.007 !

:-
-.019

(-.56)
!

(-1.03)

Youngest Child 0-5 Years -.429*** .114

(-6.54) (1.10)

Youngest Child 6-10 Years -.383*** .072

(-6.42) (.80)

Youngest Child 11-17 Years -.208*** .034
(-4:00) f.45)

Any Child 18-23 Years .073** -.019
(1.93) (-.33)

41,

Finished College .168*** .002
6

(2.94) (.02)

Attended College .002 .038'

(.03) (.47)

Didn't Finish High School -.092*** -.038
(-2.40) (.66)

Health .027
(-3.24) (.40)

Family Incomeb .006*
(-4.99) (1.35)

Unemployment Rate __c

(-2.32).

Demand for Labor .001

(.35)

Farm Dweller 141**
(1.77) (-2.11)

32



2ependerq Variable
a

:

Independent Variablesa:

Moved

Role Attitude

Second Period

Constant

F-ratio

Standard Error

Sample size-

Dependeni yariable Mean

31

Table 1A.(continued)

Strong Attachmeyt

First-Period
Coefficients

-.048
(-.87)

.027***
(5.28)

, -.017
(-.19)

9.86

-43

Interaction Terms for
Change Between Periods

-.091
(-1.08)

-

1,364

, .324

,a_Complete variable descriptions may bf found in the Appendix.
'Total family income less wife's earnings in thousands of (1971 constant)
dollars, averaged over the five-year period.
cInteraction term is not used due to high correlation (over 90 percent) with
Second-Period dummy variable.

*Significant at 10 percent level, one-tailed test
**Significant at 5 percent level, one-tailed test
***Significant at 1 percent level, one-tailed test
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The Center for Human Resource Research is a policy-oriented research
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio State lelniversity.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human resource development, conservation and utili-
zation. The personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members drawn
from the disciplinet of economics, education, health sciences, industrial
relations, management science, psychology, public administration, social _work'
and Sociology. This multidisciplinary team is supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates, full-time research assistants,gcomputer program-

-mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pte-eminence in the fields of labor market
reseArch and manpower planning. ,The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center since 1965 under
continuing support from the United Stateis Department of Labor. Staff have been
called upon for human resource planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and, recently the
National. Science Foundation requested a review of the state of the art in human
resource planning. Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research including collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the operation of government employinent and training programs
and the projection of health education aitd facility needs.

The Center for Human Resource Research has received over one million
dollars annually from government agepcies and private foundations to support its (
research in recent years. Provitling support, have been the U.S. Departments of
Labor, State, and Health, Education and Welfare; Ohio's Health and Education
Departments and Bureau of Employment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus a
and Springfield; the Ohio AFL-C1O; and the George Gund Foundation. The
breadth of research interests may be seen by examining a few of the present
projects.

The largest of the current projects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with four groupsof the United State population; older men, middle-
aged women, and young men and women. The data are collected for 20,000
individuals by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and the Center is responsible for
data anlysis. To date dozens of research monographs and special reports have
been prepared by the staff. Resporibibilities also include the preparation and
distribution of data tapes for public use. Beginning in 1979, an additional cohort
of 12,000 young,men and women between the ages of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for the following five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and public use tapes for this cohort.

The' Quality of Working Life Project is another ongoing study eperated in
conjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
improve _both the productivity, and the meaningfulness of work for public
employees in these two municipalities. Center staff serve as third party
advisors, as well as researchers, to 'explore new techniques for attaining
management-worker cooperation. .

(continued on inside of back cover)
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A third area of research in which the Center has been active is manpower
planning both in the U.S. and in developing countries. A current project for the
Ohio Advisory COuncit for Vocational Education seeks to identify and inventory
the highly fragmented instituttOns and ,agencies responsible for supplying
vocational and technical training in Ohio. These data will subseqtiently be
integrated into a comprehensive model for forecasting the State's supply of
vocational technical skills.

Another focus of research is collect' e bargaining. In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labor, staff members are e aluating several current experiments
for "expedited grievance procedures," work g with unions and managejnent in a
variety, of industries. The procedural adeq cies, safeguards for due process,
cost and timing of the new procedure are being weighed against traditional
arbitration technique.

Senior staff also serve as consuItart to many boa(rds and commissions at
the national and state level. Recent4apers have been written for the Joint
Economic Committee Ofrongress, The National Commission for Employment
and Unemployment Statistics, The National Commission for Manpower Policy,
The White House Conference on the Family, the Ohio Board of Regents, the Ohio
Governor's Task Force on Health, and the Ohio Ge;vernor's Task Force on
Welfare.

The Center n?aintains a working library of approximately 9,000 titles which
includes a wide rahge of reference works and current periodicals. Also provided
are computer facilities linked with those of the University and staffed by
approximately a dozen computer programmers. They serve the needs of in-house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Survey tapes.

For more information on specific Center activities or for a copy of the
Publications List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource Research, Suite
585, 1375 Perry Street, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
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